Abstract
Introduction
In recent years, there are more and more uncertain data in the real time monitoring system, the communication network, the remote sensor and the sensor network, etc. The traditional data mining techniques are designed for the certain data, and they don't manage effectively the uncertain data, so the researches on uncertain data mining are significance. Lei proposed a supervised UK-means for uncertain data to classify the same class into subclasses [1] . Qin gave the Novel Bayesian classification algorithm for uncertain data by probabilistic and statistical theory [2] . Sun proposed classification algorithms for uncertain data by the improved extreme learning machine algorithms [3] . Xu gave a heuristic clustering approach for uncertain data by the effective approximate UK-means [4] .
The current classification algorithms on certain data consider mainly the classification precision, and their aims are to minimize the classification errors. Little study has been paid to the cost-sensitive classification on uncertain data, but the mining tasks in many applications involve different costs, so the existing data mining approaches can't meet the requirements. The cost-sensitive learning considers different cost, and its aim is to produce the optimal decision by the minimum cost. There are some works on costsensitive mining for uncertain data. Liu proposed a decision tree for uncertain data by extending the traditional cost-sensitive decision tree [5] . Zhang gave a new cost-sensitive Naive Bayes classification for uncertain data [6] . Huang proposed classification algorithm of the dynamic cost-sensitive decision tree for uncertain data based on the genetic The probability density of  
is as follows.
Probability Density of Uncertain Continuous Attribute:
Uncertain continuous attributes distribute by the interval number, so this paper uses the segmentation strategy to divide the interval number into many blocks by the histogram section, where the interval number is located into each histogram by a certain probability. A histogram set 
is divided as the subintervals with the width
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Cost-sensitive Naive Bayes Classifier
There are many kinds of costs, and Tunney proposed nine costs in real life. In particular, the misclassification and test costs are often considered. Misclassification costs are the expenditure when one class is mistaken as the other class, and test costs are the expenditure when the attributes values are acquired by test methods. When misclassification cost is a fixed value, and it is rational to decide if the further test is done. 
Data sets
. The posterior probability of sample X is as follows.
is the constant, so the formula that sample X is classified as class j C is as follows by Naive Bayes classification .
is the risk that class j C is classified as belonging to class i C , and
The structure of risk function is as follows.
The sample X is classified as class i C with the minimum risk.
The Proposed Scheme

Dynamic Test Cost
The current researches on test costs focus on the static costs only for experiments and prospective study, and it don't suit the imbalanced uncertain data. When facing great imbalance classification, the performance of classifiers with static cost is greatly degraded, and the dynamic cost-sensitive learning can solve the problem. We structure test and misclassification cost space that are collected from different application domain experts, and each cost from space is representative, which can truly reflect the distribution characteristics of data sets. The optimization algorithms can search the optimal appropriate cost in different application, so the dynamic costs don't depend on the application area. The construction process for dynamitic cost is as follows.
Step 1: Give the problem needed to get costs. For example, a patient needs a chest Xray test.
Step 2: Choose N methods for getting differential costs. For example, choose N hospitals for doing the chest X-ray test.
Step3: In combination with the experience and knowledge background of the application experts, collect the N costs of N methods. For example, the levels of medical professionals for the chest X-ray test in difference hospitals are different, so the test costs are different.
Step 4: N costs are sorted in an ascending order, and gets the minimum 
Evaluation Method of Optimal Cost
There are many evaluation methods for classifiers, and the precision rate (PR) and response rate (RE) are usually used.
The response rate is the ratio of the prediction correct and the sum in all positive samples, and the precision rate is the ratio of the prediction correct positive samples and the sum of the prediction positive samples. A classifier with poor performance may be very high response rate, but the precision rate is very low. Facing with the imbalanced data sets, the traditional classifiers classify usually a sample as the majority class, but in fact, the minority class is important. Therefore, we must increase the accuracy of minority class, and assign the high misclassification cost for minority class. At the same time, the accuracy of majority class should also be considered, so this paper compromises the response and precision ratio. The cost function is described as follows by the extended geometric average formula G m e a n 
The cost in the above formula is a point of cost space, and G is G m e a n  function. When the point is applied in data sets, PR and RE are respectively the precision and response rate of the structured classifier after cross validation. 
It is difficult for getting a real cost of different data sets in many applications, and the dynamic cost can approach the real cost, so it is feasible to get the dynamic cost.
Cost-sensitive Classification with Sequential Test Strategy
In the process of classification for uncertain data, if the attributes are missing, the selection for further attribute tests depends on not only the reduction of misclassifications cost, but also the cost of testing the missing attributes.
Training
is a set of known attributes, and u n k n o w n i X is a set of unknown attributes. The structure of risk function based on the misclassification cost is:
is the posterior probability, and   
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC costs are zero, where no any tests are performed. However, if a test can reduce the misclassification cost, and the test should be done. In order to decide whether an attribute value is acquired by test, the formula of cost change is: As we can see from the Figure 1 , AUC of DCSUNB is larger than CS-UNB and CSDTU, so DCSUNB has better classification accuracy than the others. DCSUNB adopts dynamic cost, and its performance is superior to CS-UNB and CSDTU.
is c la s s i ij te s t ij t c h a n g e x t c h a n g
In order to verify the average total cost of DCSUNB, CS-UNB and CSDTU, the ratio of uncertain data is set as 10% in Ecolin, Vote, Vowel, Wine and Segment. Average total costs of DCSUNB, CS-UNB and CSDTU are as follows.
Figure 2. Average Cost of DCSUNB, CS-UNB and CSDTU
From Figure 2 , it can be seen that average total cost of DCSUNB based on dynamic cost-sensitive Naive Bayes classification is smaller than CS-UNB and CSDTU, so DCSUNB has better performance than the others.
In order to verify the influence of the uncertain level, the ratios of uncertain levels are set form 0 to 50%. The average total costs of DCSUNB, CS-UNB and CSDTU in Vote and Segment data sets are as follows. 
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC From Figure 3 and Figure 4 , we can see that the average total cost of DCSUNB is smaller than CS-UNB and CSDTU, so this strongly suggests that DCSUNB has a better performance for uncertain data. The total costs of DCSUNB and CS-UNB drop after the uncertain level with 40% from figure 3 , and we can conclude that the added test cost can decrease the misclassification cost, so the total cost would drop.
Conclusion
There are more and more uncertain data in many real-world applications including communication network, the remote sensor and the sensor network, and so forth, and this paper proposes the dynamic cost-sensitive Naive Bayes classification for mining uncertain data, which overcomes the limitations of the stationary cost. We dispose the continuous and discrete attribute for uncertain data by the probability density, and give the cost-sensitive Naive Bayes classifier. In this paper, we give the evaluation method for dynamitic cost, and propose the test strategy for further attribute selection. The dynamic cost-sensitive Naive Bayes Algorithm for uncertain data can find the optimal cost for the real-world applications. Our experimental results demonstrate that DCSUNB has higher performance than the other cost-sensitive classification algorithms for uncertain data, which can save especially the cost.
